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Copywriting/Proofreading Official Style Sheet 
 (last updated 10/17/14) 

 

Product/Service Name Conversions 
 

❖ When there is a name change with something after it, the "something after it" stays as 
is.  For example: "Gemini" becomes "Twin-Line". Whenever it is mentioned there is some 
kind of grade after it: Grade R/Grade RM/Grade T.  As far as we know, the grades stay 
the same, only the name "Gemini" changes. The same goes for any numbers listed after 
a name change. ) 

 

❖ Names that are supposed to be hyphenated need to be hyphenated throughout. 
➢ The list that Continental provided us is mostly accurate when it comes to this 

with one exception. According to their list, "UltraGrip" changes to "lnstaGrip 
Plus". It is actually listed as "Ultra-Grip" and is supposed to change to "lnsta-Grip 
Plus". 

❖ Speaking of lnsta-Grip Plus: whenever it is abbreviated in the charts, the original "UG" 
needs to become "IGP". 

❖ "Power Streak" is two words, but it is trademarked only in Canada. Per Ryan, "If there are 
any "Power Streak" specific jobs, we should hold off on beginning them." 

❖ Regarding the changes from "Goodyear Engineered Products" and "Veyance 
Technologies, Inc.": 

➢ Whenever we see "Goodyear" or "Goodyear Engineered Products" it becomes 
"Continental ContiTech". 

➢ Whenever we see "Veyance Technologies, Inc." it becomes "Continental 
ContiTech". 

➢ The only exception to this is automotive in the aftermarket section!!! Instead of 
changing to "Continental ContiTech", it will change to "Continental Elite". First 
instance to say "Continental Elite" and from there "Elite" alone is okay. 

❖ If a heading indicates "Goodyear Engineered Products Specifications:" change it to 
"Product Specifications:" 

❖ If the heading says "Brand Layline:" change it to "Branding:" 
❖ The correct usage of the Goodyear Engineered Products Hydraulic Hose and Fittings tag 

line is "One Source. One System. One Solution." 
❖ Whenever you see in the original copy contact titles (i.e., Goodyear Customer Service, 

Goodyear Authorized Dealer, Veyance Distributor, Veyance Technologies Field 
Distributor) with "Goodyear'' or "Veyance" in front of them; remove Goodyear, Veyance 
or Veyance Technologies and keep whatever capitalization the term following the 
company name had. 
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Otherwise, titles are lowercase when used in body copy. NOTE: the titles GTM becomes "Sales 

Representative" and GAD becomes "Distributor." 

❖ Speaking of capitalization, brand names and corresponding product names are initial cap, 
and may contain several capped letters, e.g., ExtremeFlex or ARMORPLUG. However, 
category names or general descriptors that abut brand/product names should be lower 
case, e.g., lnsta-Lock fittings or lnsta-Lock cam & groove coupling system. 

 

TABLE 1  

NAME CONVERSIONS -- Goodyear/Veyance to Continental ContiTech 
 
“Trademark” column 

? not researched; unknown 

N/A no trademark needed 

*When more than one word, name retyped to indicate exact placement of trademark symbol  

**Each name should be checked by legal dept for trademark accuracy 

 

“Industry” (Ind.) column abbreviations 

PTP  power transmission products 

INH  industrial hose 

HCB  heavyweight conveyor belt 

AFT  aftermarket 

AS  air springs 

RT  rubber track 

 

Original Name Updated Name Ind. 

Compass Flat Cord (Anthony’s list indicated it 

was simply “Flat.” Geometry list 

indicated “Flat Cord.) 

PTP 

Eagle Pd/NRG  SilentSync PTP 

Explorer 

 

Prospector Air (Geometry list 

indicated it was Yellow Air.) 

INH 

Falcon HTC Falcon Pd (Anthony’s list indicates it’s 

conjoined -- FalconPd.)  

PTP 

Flexten aramid INH 

Fortress  ContiTitan XP (Anthony’s list indicates 

it’s TitanXP.) Also noted: “Continue to 

use Fortress when referring to 

technology. “ 

HCB 

Gatorback  Elite® AFT 

Gatorback Club Elite® RPM AFT 

Gatorback Sports Elite® Powersports AFT 

Gemini Twin-Line INH 

Goodyear Authorized Dealer 

(GAD) 

Distributor GEN 

Goodyear Blackhawk Pd Blackhawk Pd PTP 

Goodyear Dual 

Hi-Performance Pd 

Dual Hi-Performance Pd PTP 

Goodyear FHP, Open-End FHP, Open-End (Geometry list PTP 
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indicates it’s simply Open-End®.) 
Goodyear GY Metric Metric (Refer to Goodyear Torque Flex 

row. Is this a duplicate or mutually 

exclusive name change?) 

PTP 

Goodyear Hawk Hawk Pd (Anthony’s list indicates 

name is conjoined -- HawkPD).  

PTP 

Goodyear Hy-T Wedge, 

Torque Team 

Hy-T Wedge, Torque Team and 

Hy-T Plus (Anthony, should Hy-T 

Wedge, Torque Team and Hy-T Plus 

always appear together?) 

PTP 

Goodyear MATCHMAKER Matchmaker PTP 

Goodyear Neothane Neothane PTP 

Goodyear Poly-V Poly-V PTP 

Goodyear Positive Drive Pd Positive Drive Pd PTP 

Goodyear Engineered 

Products / Goodyear 

Continental ContiTech GEN 

Goodyear Super Torque Pd Super Torque Pd PTP 

Goodyear Torque-Flex Torque-Flex (Geometry list indicates it 

converts to Metric) 

PTP 

GTM 

 

Sales Representative GEN 

GY Metric  Metric PTP 

Hi-Miler Elite PTP 

Horizon  Frontier INH 

Marathon  Plicord Floating Fuel Delivery INH 

Omega  ARMA ORSC HCB 

Plioflex SBR INH 

Snow-Pro, Sno-Pro, Snow 

Pro  

Sno Pro AFT 

Spectra  Sani-Wash Plus INH 

Spring Ride (VTI) Springride AS 

THOR / Super THOR  Plicord Dock Hose HCB 

THOR-N  Plicord - N Dock Hose HCB 

THOR-N RAIL Plicord - N Rail Dock Hose HCB 

Trackman (VTI) Trackman RT 

Tufsyn (also formerly appeared 

as SAR Polybutadiene) 
Chemituf  INH 

Ultra-Grip (UG) lnsta-Grip Plus (IGP)  INH 

 

Versigard EPDM INH 

Veyance Technologies  Continental ContiTech GEN 

Veyance Technologies Field 

Representative  

Sales Representative GEN 

Goodyear Wedge TLP Wedge TLP PTP 

Wingfoot (previously 

Myriade Plus) 

Variflex (air & multipurpose) INH 
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X-Grip  No brand - “cleated” descriptor HCB 

Yukon  Cold Blue Plus INH 

 

 

Punctuation 

 
❖ We need to make sure that we are all on the same page when it comes to the em 

dashes (-) versus en dashes (-). 
We are going to eliminate em dashes (-) completely. These are not for this formal style 
of writing, they will be replaced by en dashes (-). 
The en dashes(-) will have a space before and after it. 
Hyphens are to be used in through dates, page numbers (pages 3-5) and to join words 
only (For example: Sunday-Monday and "Twin-Line"). There will be no space on either 
side. 
"Non-Conductive" needs to be hyphenated every time that it is mentioned. The 
capitalization is not always necessary. 
"Push-To-Connect" needs to be hyphenated every time that it is mentioned. The 
capitalization is not always necessary. 
"Shut-off' needs to be hyphenated. 

❖ Contractions within any of the documents are to be eliminated unless in a slogan. Leave 
the contractions in "the story" sent by Continental on the back page, take out 
everywhere else. 

❖ The Oxford comma (optional comma before the word 'and' at the end of a list) is not 
used in our revisions.don't break up individual words with hyphens due to space 
constraints. If a word is too big to fit on the end of a line, bump it down, in its entirety, 
to the next line. 

❖ Unless part of a logo, do not use exclamation points. 
❖ Ampersands(&): Designers may use either an ampersand (&) or "and" in heads, subheads 

and charts. However, we will take out ampersands (&) and replace with "and" in body 
copy. Unless, you come across the term "air & multipurpose." It's a trade name and an 
ampersand (&) is always used. 

❖ We originally thought that "USA" (w/o periods) was correct but we DO need to use the 
periods (.) -- U.S.A. unless original copy/image spells "USA" w/o periods(.). 

 

Titles/Heads 

 
❖ Cover pages (for brochures, catalogs, etc.) need to have the date represented if the 

Goodyear version did. If the Goodyear page did not have the date, we do not need to 
put the date. 
❖ For example: Goodyear has the date in the top right corner in the standard blue box 

so we need to put it on ours. It will go in our second line. Follow this crude outline 
below:  

 
Power Transmission Products 
2014 Full Line Catalog 

❖  
❖ Regarding capitalization for the headline and second line: 

All words in the headline are initial cap. 
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If the second line is long or is a sentence, only the first word is initial cap. No 
punctuation is necessary even if it is a sentence. 

➢ If the second line is just a couple of words, each word is initial cap. 
❖ Capitalization for subheads: Only first word needs to be cap'd (unless its a phrase, 

product name, etc. that is already initial cap'd) 
 

Trademarks ™ ℠ ® 
 

❖ It is only necessary to use trademark symbol on first reference per page in brochures 
and on the website. No matter what, any brand or product name that has a ™/®will only 
need the mark upon first reference per page. 
It is necessary to use trademark symbols every instance in catalogs, banners, spec sheets and 

packaging. Although, there is one exception: If a brand or product name happens to appear 

within a chart, no trademark symbol is necessary. 

❖ When converting names, the trademark symbol may not necessarily carry over. And, in 
some cases, the trademark symbol will change (e.g., Eagle Pd® changes to SilentSync 
™). 

❖ Leave the trademark in the location that it appears in the Goodyear copy! 
❖ "Open End Pd®" - the full product name includes "Pd®'' and should always be with it; 

however, "Dual Positive Drive" is an industry-wide term so doesn't have trademark and 
shouldn't be shortened or abbreviated. 

 

TABLE 2 

TRADEMARK SYMBOLS FOR CURRENT BRAND NAMES 

 

A-G 
 

 

®  ℠ or ™  No Symbol  

Allcrete® Armorcoat℠ aramid 

Arctic® Acculinear℠ Continental ContiTech 

ARMA®  Chem One℠ Dual Hi-Performance Pd 

ARMA® ORSC Chemivic Cold Blue Elite 

ARMORLUG® (all caps) Cold Blue EPDM 

Axial Fan Pd® ContiTitan XP℠ FHP 

Blackhawk Pd® Desert℠ Flat Cord 
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Can-Am® Drive Change℠  

Carlisle Ultimax XS Dual-Grip℠  

Chemigum®   

Chemituf® Easyrider℠  

Compass® Flat (cord) Elite RPM℠  

Conti® Synchrochain Carbon Ethan-ALL℠  

Dual Pd® ExtremeFlex℠  

Hi-Performance Pd® Fortress℠  

Dual Positive Drive Pd® Frontier™  

Easyrider® Futura  

ELATECH® (all caps) Futurin  

Elite®   

Elite® RP   

Extend-Air®   

Falcon Pd®   

Fin Fan®   

Flexsteel®   

Gates Xtreme®   

Global X®   

   

 

H-0 
 

®  ℠ or ™  No Symbol  

 

Hawk Pd ® Hysunite℠ Metric?? 

HiBrex®  Insta-Grip™ Plus Open-End 
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HTD® Maxxim℠  

Hi-Performance Pd®   

HY-T® Plus   

Hy-T ® Wedge   

Hypalon®   

Insta-Power®   

Komatsu®   

InfoChip®   

Matchmaker® or 
MATCHMAKER® 

  

Max2®   

Metric®   

Minuteman®   

Myriade®   

Neothane®   

Nomex®   

Open End PD®   

 

P-Z 
 

 

®  ℠ or ™  No Symbol  

 

Pathfinder® Pacer™??? Sani-Wash Plus 

Pliogard® Perma-Crimp™ SAR Polybutadiene 

Plicord® Positive Drive Pd™ Single-Line 

Plicord® - N PowerSpan™ Split Taper 
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Pliovic® Preform™ (splices) Taperlock 

Plylon Plus ®(conveyor belt) Prospector™ Air Trapman 

Polaris® Quiet Channel Technology™ Truly Endless 

Poly-V® (belts) Sani-Wash™  

 Stretch Belt™  

Pyrosyn® TLP™  

QD® (hub or bushing) TensionRite™  

RotoRx® Tufsyn™  

Sensor Guard® Twin-Line™  

SilentSync® Uni-Crimp™  

Solar-Shield® Variflex™  

Spartan® Wedge TLP™   

Springride® XtraStop™  

Stacker®   

Super-Cushion®   

Super Torque Pd®    

Sure-Grip®   

Survivor®   

TensionRite®   

Torque-Flex®   

Torque Team®   

Torque Team® Plus   

Ultimax3®   

Vytacord®   

Wingprene®   
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PLEASE NOTE: The product names in the table above have been researched and shown to be officially 

registered with US Patent and Trademark Office; however, unless the marks appear in the original 

GoodyearNeyance copy in at least one  instance, the® does not need to be added. 

 

Numbers 

 
❖ Numerals 1-9 should be spelled out unless they are part of a unit of measure. 

❖ Fractions without a whole number are written: 1/2. If the fraction contains a whole number, it is 

written: 1% with no space between. 

❖ Do not simplify fractions (if it says 5/10 do not change to%). 

❖ In the copy, there is a difference in spacing between the number and its unit of measure 

depending upon which system is being used: For METRIC, put the number and unit of measure 

together-NOTE: with no periods (4mm, 3.5kg, 10.75m); IMPERIAL/STANDARD, place a space 

between the number and its unit of measure  

❖ NOTE: with periods (4 in., 3.5 lb., 10.75 ft., 2.40 oz., etc.). Ounce = oz., pound = lb ., foot = ft. , inch 

= in. 

❖ In Packaging, when you see a listing "Product No.: XXXX," leave out the words "Product No.", 

listing the numbers only (XX.XX). 

❖ Page numbers: The first right-hand page will be page 1 unless there is copy on the inside cover, 

then that will be page 1. 

 

Charts/Tables 
❖ Headers: Abbreviate the Metric system units of measure without periods (mm, m, kg, etc.); 

Imperial/Standard system with periods (in ., ft., lbs., oz. etc.) 

❖ change Mpa to MPa 

❖ DIN is all caps 

❖ Spell out "minimum" when possible, if not abbreviate "min." (NOTE: with a period). Spell out 

"maximum" when possible, if not abbreviate "max." (NOTE: with a period). 

❖ When body copy indicates "refer to Chart/Table X" and the chart/table is on the same page, no 

need to include page number. You can indicate its position on page in parenths (i.e., below, 

above). 

❖ Identifying Table Number, Title or Name of Table in body copy: When label name is listed, leave 

it in. When name is not listed, do not add it. 

❖ When the heading says "Temperature" or "Temperature Range F & C:" change it to just 

"Temperature Range:" "Fahrenheit" and "Celsius" need to be mentioned each time temperature 

is discussed. In body copy, use the following abbreviations and format: "XX°F (XX°C)". "F" is listed 

first, followed by "C" measurement in parenths. No spaces between temperature, number and 

degree (0 ) 

❖ Initial cap all heading words instead of 1st word (minus units of measurement) 

❖  In tables/charts, we do not need to spell out the word number, instead use the pound sign (#). 
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❖ Make sure there is a space between the word and the pound sign. In copy, make sure to spell it 

out.  

❖ All items listed in table columns are FLUSH LEFT. 

 

Additional Units of Measure 
❖ "RPM" should not be capitalized; lower case letters "rpm" with no periods (.) 

The abbreviations "psi" and "piw" do not need to be capitalized. Only time may not apply is in a 

heading where all is capitalized. 

❖ Horsepower can be abbreviated "hp." 

❖ If it says "High Oil Resistance", "Medium Oil Resistance", "Limited Oil Resistance" or "Low Oil 

Resistance", we are to keep them capitalized. 

❖ When abbreviating "ID" for "Inside Diameter", periods in between the letters are unnecessary. 

Same goes for "outside diameter." Change "O.D." to "OD". 

❖ f you see W.P. we are going to take out the periods there, too! 

 

Misc. Terms 
❖ Not Applicable needs to be written "N/A" and not "NA" 

❖ Sometimes "OEM" written with periods (O.E.M.). Those are not necessary. 

❖ "V-Belt" -Always capitalize the "V' and always use the dash(-) between "V" and "belt." Capitalize 

the "B" in "Belt" whenever in head or subhead); Lowercase the "b" in "V-belt" when in body 

copy 

❖ There is some inconsistency throughout regarding "supercedes" vs. "supersedes." If you see 

this, make sure that it is corrected to "supersedes." 

❖ If you see a European way of spelling a word, change it to the American way. 

For example: "Recognise" will change to "recognize"; "organise" will change to 

"organize"; etc. 

❖ "End-user" has a hyphen when it is used as an adjective, no hyphen when it is used as a noun. 

❖ "Setscrew" and "capscrew" are all one word (no spacing between "set" or "cap" and "screw"). 

❖ Percent (%) symbol in body copy: Okay to use (%) in body copy; don't have to spell out. 

❖ 0-Ring is always spelled with a capital "O" and a capital "R". 

 

TABLE 3 

 ABBREVIATIONS FOR UNITS OF MEASURE 
 

Celsius/Centigrade ०C 

diameter dia. 

Fahrenheit ०F 

foot ft. 

foot-pound ft.-lb. 

horsepower hp 

inch in. 
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inside diameter ID 

kilogram kg 

kilogram per cubic meter kg/cu. m 

kilonewton kN 

megapascal (pressure) MPa 

meter m 

millimeter mm 

ounce oz. 

outside diameter OD 

pound(s) lb. 

pounds per square inch PPSI 

pounds per cubic foot lb./cu.ft. 

radius rad. 

revolutions per minute rpm 
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